
Let´s Play Moving Ring Toss                                               
By: Caitlin Dennis



Get the picture:
If you are reading this you probably want to play a game of ring toss, 

BUT if you were thinking this was an electronic game then you're in 

the wrong place. If you are still reading then I guess you actually 

want to play ring toss and I should probably teach you like I promised, 

so thats what I’ll do. Be prepared to have some pretty cool fun.  

Remember, any word that is 
black and underlined you can 
click on for a definition!!



Tools For Pretty Cool Fun:

● An open space

● Ring toss game

● 7 rings of fury

● 2 or more pretty cool partners

● A roll of masking tape

●  prizes (optional)



Construction:
1.  First, find a construction site (aka your living room or someplace open). 

2.     Next, take your ring toss game and set it on one end of the space, make 

sure have 7 pegs  and they are on the base. Have the moving pegs closer to 

you and the stand still pegs behind the moving ones.

3.    After that, cut off a piece of masking, it should be about 2 feet long. Place 

the piece of tape about 4 steps away from your ring toss game, on the ground, 

and horizontal with your ring toss game. 



How to play:

First, one person needs to crawl underneath the box part of the ring 
toss game. Next, the person who will be playing the game will tell the 
person under the box to start  spinning the rings. Then, once the rings 
start rotating the person who is playing will grab the rings of fury and 
line up behind the line of tape to start throwing them. Once all of the 
rings have been thrown switch the person in the box with the person 
playing the game until you are done playing.   



Conclusion:
Now you can play ring toss to brighten your boring day…. and the best 
part is it’s right in your living room, how convenient! Wasn’t it as easy 
as 123? I thought so at least. Well now that you know how to play it so 
get going and have some pretty cool fun. Good luck!



Glossary:
Rings of fury: 3+ plastic pool dive rings

Pegs: The poles or sticks that are moving for you to throw the 
rings onto.

Base: The surface which the bottom of the pegs are 
connected to.

Spinning the rings:The stick/pole coming through the top of 
the box must be turned either direction to make the pegs 
rotate.

Click on the word again to 
return to the previous slide 
you were on!


